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Abstract 
Let p be a prime or 0. A presentation B (defining a group G) is said to be p-Cockcroft if the 
map n2(Y) + Hz(Y), Z,) is 0 (where Z0 = Z). Moreover, if H is a subgroup of G then B is 
pH-Cockcroft if the covering of B (regarded as a 2-complex) corresponding to H is p-Cockcroft. 
These concepts, and other Cockcroft notions, are related to the minimality and efficiency of 
presentations, and to the “relation gap” problem (in particular, a finite presentation is efficient if 
and only if it is p-Cockcroft for some prime p). If B is p-Cockcroft then there exist minimal 
subgroups H of G for which B is pH-Cockcroft, called p-Cockcroft thresholds (these were 
introduced by Harlander and Gilbert - Howie when p = 0). We investigate these thresholds. 
Finally, we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for the “natural” presentations for 
various group constructions ((generalized) graphs of groups, split extensions, direct products) to 
be p-Cockcroft. In particular, we see why it is difficult to find minimal presentations for direct 
products. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 20F06, 20F32, 57M20 
0. Introduction 
A presentation 9 is Co&croft if the Hurewicz map ~(9’) + H2(Y) is zero. The 
Cockcroft property has attracted much interest from group theorists and many 
interesting articles have recently appeared [3,6,10,12,13,18,28]. In this paper we 
take a combinatorial approach to the Cockcroft property and introduce the more 
general p-Cockcroft property, for p a prime. 
Section 1 introduces the concepts of the pH-Cockcroft and left pH-identity proper- 
ties while Section 2 relates the Cockcroft property to the minimality and efficiency of 
presentations. In Section 3 spherical pictures over 2-complexes are discussed with 
particular reference to 2-complexes arising from coverings. The relationship between 
the Cockcroft properties of a presentation and the Cockcroft properties of a 
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2-complex describing a covering of the presentation is also studied. Section 4 is 
concerned with thresholds, generalizing the work of Gilbert and Howie [12] and 
Harlander [18] to the case when p is a prime and not just 0. The geometry of the 
situation involves the notions ofp-clusters and p-partitions. We discuss the uniqueness 
of thresholds and conclude the section with examples illustrating some of the prin- 
ciples studied in the previous sections. Finally, Section 5 is concerned with finding 
necessary and sufficient conditions for presentations of fundamental groups of (gener- 
alized) graphs of groups, split extensions and direct products, to be p-Cockcroft. 
1. Preliminaries 
Throughout the following, p will denote either a prime or 0. We will define Z, to be 
Z when p = 0. Congruence mod 0 will just mean equality. For any group G, we define 
the modp augmentation ideal Z@‘G of ZG to be the kernel of the composition 
w nat ZG-h-E P’ 
We will write ZG instead of Z’O’G. 
Let 9 = (x;r) be a group presentation defining a group G. There is a standard 
exact sequence 
P aw o-,c2(q- P~-P~-ZG- H-0, (1) 
where PI, Pz are the free left ZG modules &JGcx, &&?GcR, respectively, and 
~(9’) is the second homotopy module of the standard 2-complex modeled on the 
presentation 9. The elements of Q(P) can be represented by spherical pictures as 
described for example in [S, 271. Let l E x2(P) be represented by a spherical picture P, 
where P has discs Al, AZ, . . . , A, with labels R”;, R”,“, . . . , Rf,” (Ri E r, Ei = + 1 for 
i = 1, . . . , n). Choose a point 0 outside P, and let yi be a transverse path from 0 to the 
basepoint of Ai. The label on yi represents an element gi of G (i = 1, . . . , n), and we 
define ,u(t) (which we will often write as p(P)) to be 
For each spherical picture P over 9, and each R E r we can consider the coefficient 
~lp,R of CR in p(P). We let LZz(P) denote the set of all such coefficients. This is clearly 
a left ideal of ZG. The right ideal generated by all these coefficients will be denoted by 
Zz(9). This is usually called the second Fox ideal of 9. Note that Z2(8) is, in fact, 
a 2-sided ideal. 
If .Z is a (possibly one-sided) ideal of EG, then we will say that 9 is J-Co&croft if all 
the coefficients c+, R lie in J. Thus the minimal left ideal for which 9’ is .Z-Cockcroft is 
J = LIZ(g), and the minimal right (or 2-sided) ideal for which 9 is J-Cockcroft is 
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J = 12(8). We will say that B is non-Cockcroft if it is not J-Cockcroft for any proper 
2-sided ideal of EG. This is obviously equivalent to the condition that Z,(P) = EG. 
Note that if J is a left ideal, then in order to show that B is J-Cockcroft it is only 
necessary to examine the coefficients of p(PA) where (PA: 1 E A} represents a set of 
module generators of Q(P). On the other hand, if J is a right ideal, then we must 
examine the coefficients in all the elements g.p(PA), where g E G, i E A. 
For some special cases of J, alternative terminology for J-Cockcroft is already 
established in the literature: 
J=O aspherical, 
J = IG Cockcroft, 
J = IH.ZG H-Cockcroft or right H-identity property (H a subgroup of G), 
J = ZG.ZH left H-identity property (H a subgroup of G). 
It will be useful to add this list as follows: 
J = I’P’G p-Cockcroft, 
J = ZcP’H.ZG pH-Cockcroft or right pH-identity property, 
J = EG.ZcP’H left pH-identity property. 
If the minimal right ideal J for which 9 is J-Cockcroft is ZcP’G, then we will say that 
9 is absolutely p-Cockcroft (this terminology (for p = 0) was introduced in [12]). 
Lemma 1.1. If 9 is J-Cockcroft and g E G, then 9 is gJ-Cockcroft. 
(Of course, this lemma only has content if J is a right ideal.) 
Proof. If 9’ is J-Cockcroft then LZ,(P) c J. Thus LZ,(B) = gLZ,(9) E gJ, which is 
the same as saying that 9’ is gJ-Cockcroft. 0 
Corollary 1.2. Zf 9' has the right pH-identity property, then it also has the right 
pHg-identity property for any g E G. 
Proof. ZtP)Hg.ZG = g.ZcP)H.ZG. ??
2. Minimality and efficiency of presentations, relation gaps 
Cockcroft properties are related to the minimality of presentations. If 63 = (x, r) is 
finite then regarding 9’ as a 2-complex with a single vertex in the standard way, we can 
consider the Euler characteristic ~(9) = 1 - 1x1 + lrl. It is known (see e.g. [ll]) that 
this is bounded below by 6(G) = 1 - rkzHl(G) + dH,(G) (where d( ) denotes the 
minimal number of generators). We say that B is minimal if it has minimal Euler 
characteristic over all finite presentations defining G; moreover, we say that B is 
eficient ifx(P) = 6(G). 
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We now discuss methods for showing that a finite presentation of a group G is 
minimal/efficient. 
Let A be a left noetherian ring. Then given any finitely generated left A-module 
B there is an associated non-negative integer, the reduced rank of B, denoted red.rk(B). 
This is an isomorphism invariant and has the properties: 
red.rk(AA) = 1; (2) 
For any short exact sequence 0 + B1 -+ B2 + B3 + 0 of finitely generated left A- 
modules, 
red.rk(B1) - red.rk(BJ + red.rk(B,) = 0. (3) 
(See [14, Ch. lo] or [24, Ch. 41. Note however, that in neither of these books it is 
assumed that (2) holds; one must “normalize” to obtain this condition.) 
It follows from (3) using a standard argument (see e.g. [29, p. 1461) that 
z~B:O+B,+B,_~+ ... + B0 + 0 is ajnite chain complex offinitely generated left 
A-modules then 
i$0 (- l)‘red.rk(Bi) = i$0 ( - l)‘red.rkHi(B). (4) 
Now let M be a finitely generated left A-module and assume that M is an 
(A, ZG)-bimodule. Suppose we have a partial resolution 
F a”+, a. a1 & n+l-F”- ..‘-F1-FO-Z-O 
of the trivial G-module Z, where the Fi are free left ZG-modules, and F,, FL, . . . , F, are 
finitely generated of ranks d,,, dI, . . . , d,, respectively. Consider the chain complex 
1 c3a, 
C:O+M@hCF,,- 
ioa- MQZGF,_l d ...-M@zcF,-+O. 
Using (3), (4), and the fact that H,(G,M) = Hi(C) for 0 5 i < n and H,(G, M) = 
H,,(C)IIm 10 d, + 1, we get 




6,(G, M) = i (- l)‘red.rkHi(G, M). 
i=O 
In particular, applying this to a partial resolution 
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derived from (l), where P3 is a free left ZG-module mapping on to x2(9’), we get 
red.rk(M)&Y) = d2(G, M) + red.rk(Im 1 @J 8,). (6) 
Taking A = Z,, and M = A with trivial G-action gives: 
x(9) = 6,(G, hp) + dimzl(Im 1 0 8,). (7) 
Now Epstein [11] calls a presentation p-eficient if ~(9) = &(G, H,). We see that 
this is equivalent to requiring that dimzp(l @ 8,) = 0, or equivalently that 9 is 
p-Cockcroft. We then have the following result, essentially due to Epstein. 
Theorem. 2.1. A presentation is efficient if and only if it is p-Cockcroft for some 
prime p. 
Next take A arbitrary, and M =A A. An (A, ZG)-bimodule structure on M is given 
by a ring homomorphism $:HG + EndA z A, t//(l) = 1. Now if 9 is ker$- 
Cockcroft then 10 a3 will be 0, and so 9 will be minimal. Note that if A is a prime 
quotient of A then A is embeddable in a matrix ring M(D) over a division ring D [ 14, 
Corollary 3.181. Thus we obtain: 
Theorem 2.2. Zf there is a ring homomorphism 4 from hG into a k x k matrix ring M,(E) 
over a ring E, where E can be mapped on to a division ring, such that 4(l) = 1, and B is 
ker +-Cockcroft, then B is minimal. 
Corollary 2.3 (Lustig [21]). If there is a ring homomorphism q5 from ZG into a k x k 
matrix ring over a commutative ring such that 4(l) = 1 and Y is ker @Cockcroft, then 
.Y is minimal. 
Cockcroft properties are also related to the “relation gap” problem. 
Suppose 9’ = (x;r) is a finite presentation and let r = Irl. Let G be the group 
defined by 9 so that G g FIN, where F is the free group on x and N is the normal 
closure of r in F. The relation module M(9) of 9 is the ZG-module with underlying 
abelian group N/N’ and G-action given by 
WN.UN’ = WUW-IN’ (WE F, U E N). 
Now let s be any finite set whose normal closure is N. Then the elements SN’(S E s) 
generate M(9) (as a module). Thus the least number d(M(B)) of module generators of 
M(9) is no greater than the least number d,(N) of elements needed to generate N as 
a normal subgroup. The difference 
MN) - d(M(p)) 
is called the relation gap for 8. It is an open question whether there are presentations 
with a non-zero relation gap (see [7, 15-171). 
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Theorem 2.4. (Test for zero relation gap). Let A be a ring with the property that the 
free (left) A-module A* cannot be generated by less than r elements. If there is a surjective 
ring homomorphism 4 : ZG -+ A such that Y is ker q%Cockcrofii then 9’ has zero relation 
gap. 
Proof. Consider the standard injection ,LL: x2(9) + P2 in (1) and recall that 
M(B) E cokerp (see e.g. [27]). Now 4 gives rise to a surjective ZG-homomorphism 
(also denoted 4) from Pz to A” (regarding A’ as a ZG-module via 4), and, by 
assumption, Imp E Ker 4. Thus we get an induced surjective homomorphism 
coker u + A’, and our hypothesis on A guarantees that coker p cannot be generated by 
less than r elements. 0 
3. Coverings and the pH-Cockcroft property 
A graph (or (combinatorial) l-complex) consists of a set v of vertices, a set e of edges 
and three functions z : e + v, z : e + v, - ’ : e + e satisfying: z(e) = z(e-‘), (e-l)-’ = e, 
e-i # e for all e E e. We note for future reference (Section 5) that a subset of 
e consisting of one element from each edge pair {e, e- ‘} is called an oriented edge set 
of the graph. A (combinatorial) 2-complex is a pair X = (r : s), where r is a graph and 
s is a set of closed paths (defining paths) in r. A presentation can be regarded as 
a 2-complex where the underlying graph has one vertex, and has edges x, x- ’ for each 
generating symbol x of the presentation. 
Spherical pictures over presentations are discussed at length in [S, 271. We can in 
fact define spherical pictures over 2-complexes. The arcs of the picture are labelled by 
edges of the 2-complex. Each disc has a basepoint and the label on the disc (reading 
clockwise around the disc from the basepoint) is either a defining path or the inverse of 
a defining path. Each region of the picture (including the outer boundary region) is 
assigned a vertex of the 2-complex, and it is required that if we have an arc in the 
picture, with label e say, separating two regions: 
and if vl, v2 are the vertices assigned to Region 1 and Region 2, respectively, then 
z(e) = vl, z(e) = v2. See the second example after Theorem 4.7 for an illustration of 
a picture over a 2-complex. 
If P is a picture over a 2-complex 3” and if 0 is a defining a path of X, then we 
define exp&P’) to be the number of discs of P labelled by (T minus the number of discs 
labelled by K ‘. We will say that a picture is p-Cockcroft if expb(P) E 0 (modp) for all 
defining paths 0. Then X will be said to be p-Cockcroft if every spherical picture is 
p-Cockcroft (for presentations, this is clearly equivalent to the definition of p-Cock- 
croft given in Section 1). If the vertex assigned to the outer region of P is v, and if e is 
an edge of X with z(e) = v, then we define e.P to be the picture obtained from P by 
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surrounding it with a closed arc labelled by e. The outer region of e.P is then assigned 
the vertex l(e). By iteration, we can define y.P for any path y ending at v. 
Let 9 = (x; r) be a presentation defining a group G. Let w denote the set of words 
on x, and for W E w let VV denote the element of G represented by W. 
Suppose H is a subgroup of G. Then we can construct a 2-complex g and a covering 
map q : @ + P as follows (for more details see e.g. [25]). The vertices of g are the 
cosets HW( W E w), and the edges are the pairs (HW, xe) (W E w, x E x, E = + 1). We 
have 
t(Hp’, x’) = HW’, z(HW, xc) = HWx”, (Hw, x&)-l = (HWx”, X-‘). 
For any vertex Hw, and for any R E r, say R = x:x? . . x2 let 
(R, Hw) = (HW, xE1)(Hm, x~)(HWx;lx~, x”;) . . . (HWx;LxF . . . x”,-:I,, x2) 
(the lif ofR at HE). The defining paths of @ are all the lifts (R, H@) (R E r, W E w). 
The covering map q is given by (HW, xE) H xE (W E IV, x E x, E = + 1). 
Let P be a spherical picture over 9. Given any vertex HV of &’ there is a picture 
(IP, Hw) (the lift ofP at HP), defined as follows. Let 0 be a point outside P. For each 
arc: 
of P choose a transverse path from 0 to the tail of the arrow t and let Z be the label 
on this transverse path. Then relabel the arc thus: 
We note for future reference that 
(WP, Hi) = w.(P, HW), (8) 
where @ is the lift of W at Hi. 
Let A,, . . . , A, be the discs of P, with labels R;‘, . . . , Rz, respectively. Then in 
(P, Hv) the disc di has label (Ri, HWZi)Ei, where Zi is the label on the transverse path 
from 0 to the basepoint of Ai. Now ,u(P) = Cy,l&iZiCRi and for any defining path 
(R, HO) of k? we have 
Ri=R 
HZ, = HU 
Thus we see that 
(P, Hi) is p-Cockcroji if and only ifall the coejicients of@) lie in I@)H.EG. 
(9) 
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Theorem 3.1. (i) B is pH-Cockcroft if and only if@ is p-Cockcroft. 
(ii) Let PA (A E A) be a collection of spherical pictures over B which represent a set of 
module generators of x2(.9’). Then 9 is pH-Cockcroft if and only if all the pictures 
(PA, HW) (A E A, W E w) are p-Cockcroft. 
Proof. (i) Suppose @ is p-Cockcroft. Then for any picture P over P’, (P, Hi) is 
p-Cockcroft, and so all the coefficients of p(P) lie in ZcP)H.iZG by (9). 
Conversely, suppose .P is pH-Cockcroft. Let $ be any spherical picture over 8. 
Then we can apply 4 to the labels on the arcs of P to obtain a spherical picture 
P = q(p) over P. Now it can be shown that $ = (P, HW), where HW is the vertex 
assigned to the outer region of P. By (8), #‘.P = (W.P, Hi). Hence $ is p-Cockcroft 
by (9). 
(ii) B is pH-Cockcroft 
o the coefficients of u(W.PA) lie in ZcP’H.HG for all 1 E A, W E w 
* (W.PA, Hi) is p-Cockcroft for all b E /i. W E w (by (9)) 
o m,(P,, HW) is p-Cockcroft for all 2 E A, W E IV (by (8)) 
o (P,, HW) is p-Cockcroft for all il E /i, W E w. 0 
See the second example after Theorem 4.7 for an illustration of the above theorem. 
4. p-Cockcroft thresholds 
Lemma 4.1 (Gilbert and Howie [12]). Let HI 2 Hz . . . be a descending chain of 
subgroups of the group G, and let H, = r)Hi. 
n,Z’P’H,.HG = Z’P’H,.ZG, r)iZG.Z’P’Hi = ZG.Z’P’H,. 
(Actually, in [12] only the first equality (for p = 0) is proved, but the proof goes over 
to establish the above more general result.) 
Using the above result together with Zorn’s lemma we see that if B is p-Cockcroft 
then the following (non-empty) sets have minimal elements: 
he = {H: 9 has the left pH-identity property}, 
Ij’ = {H: .6? has the right pH-identity property}. 
These minimal elements will be called left (resp. right) p-Cockcroft thresholds. 
Work on thresholds when p = 0 has been done in [12,13,18,28]. In particular, 
Harlander [18] has given an alternative (covering space) proof of the existence of 
p-Cockcroft thresholds when p = 0 and his proof also goes over to the case p > 0. 
Gilbert and Howie [12] were principally concerned with situations when there is 
a unique (right) 0-Cockcroft threshold. Examples were given in [28] to show that 
0-Cockcroft thresholds need not always be unique. We will show here that a similar 
situation arises for arbitrary p. 
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Theorem 4.2. For any prime p and for any n 2 1 there is a jinite presentation with 
exactly (p!)” + 1 distinct left p-Cockcroft thresholds, and with at least p” distinct 
(normal) right p-Cockcroft thresholds. 
To prove this result let B = (a, b, tI, . . . , t,; R, Si, Ui(l 5 i I n)), where 
R = aba-lb-‘, St = aPtia-Pt;l, Ui = btib-‘ti’. 
Then it follows from [2, Theorem 43 that x2(9) is generated by n spherical pictures 
shown in Fig. 1 whose images under the embedding 
p: x2(9’) --t ZGcR 0 ZGcs, 0 . . . 0 ZGcs, Q ZGcU, 0 . . . 0 ZGc”, 
are 
(ti - l)(l + a + ... + ap-l)cR + (1 - b)cs, + (a” - l)cU, (1 5 i I n). 
Thus B is pH-Cockcroft if and only if 
(i) g(aP - 1) E Z(P)H.ZG, 
(ii) g(b - 1) E I(P)H.ZG, 
(iii) g(ti - l)(l + a + ... + a(p-l)) E I’P)H.ZG (1 5 i I n) 
for all g E G. 
Fig. 1. 
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Let $i be any function from G to (1, a, a’, . . . ,UP-‘yti~-‘} for 1 I i < n and let 
H&42 ,‘, 67 = sgp,[{aP, b, gti4i(g)-1g-1(1 I i s II, g E G)J 
u{gag-‘: g E G, 4i(g) = tia-’ for some 1 I i I n}]. 
Lemma 4.3. In order that (i)-(iii) hold it is necessary and sufficient that H4162 ,,_ ,+,, E H 
for some functions rJ1, 42, . . . , &. 
Proof. We make implicit use of the fact that ap and b are central in G. 
Now (i) holds if and only if H = Hap and (ii) holds if and only if H = Hb. Also, 
assuming that H = Hap, part (iii) holds if and only if 
either Hgti = HgtiU(l I i I n) and Hg = Hga 
or Hgti = Hga’ for some 0 I r I p. 
The result follows. 0 
Lemma 4.4. Suppose 4i does not map any element of G to tiU_ ’ for 1 I i 5 n. If no 
conjugate of a’ (0 < r < p) belongs to H+,$* ,,. $n then H4,42 ___ 6. does not contain any 
Helti2 ._. $,for ($1, $2, . . . ,G) f (41, 42, . . . ,A). 
Proof. Suppose Hti,+, _.. Jln E H4142 .._ 6n for SOme ($1, Ic12, . . . ,G) Z C&,42, . . . ,4J. 
Then no Ii/i can map any element of G to tia- ’ (otherwise some conjugate of a would 
belong to H~l,ti~ ._. tiI, and hence H+1$2 4.J. Choose 1 I i I n and g E G such that 
@i(S) f +i(S). Then 
is a conjugate of some a* with 0 < Irl < p. This contradiction proves the lemma. 0 
Now the subgroups H6,+, .__ 6n, whereq&isamappingfromGto{l,a, . . . ,aP-‘}for 
1 I i I n, and where H+Ie2 _,, +,, contains no conjugate of a’ (0 < r < p), are distinct 
right p-Cockcroft thresholds for P. In particular by taking each $i to be one of the 
p constant functions, we obtain p” distinct (normal) p-Cockcroft thresholds. 
As regards left thresholds, note that B is ZG.I’P’H-Cockcroft if and only if 
(iv) (a” - 1) E HG.I’P’H, 
(v) (b - 1) E ZGJ’P’H, 
(vi) (ti - l)(l + a + ... + up-‘) E hG.ICP)H (1 I i I n). 
Now (iv) holds if and only if up E H, (v) holds if and only if b E H. For (vi) to hold we 
must have 
either tiH=tiaH= ... =tiaPHandH=aH= ... =aP-‘Hforl<i<n 
or for permutations bi (1 I i I n) of (0, 1, . . . ,p - l}, u’H = tiauzCi)H 
(0 Ij < p). 
Note that the first case holds if and only if a E H. 
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Let H,, = sgp{a, b} and let H,,,, ,,, in = sgp{aP, b, u-jt&“(j) (1 I i < n, 0 <j < p)}. 
Then the left p-Cockcroft thresholds are contained in the set 
b = {HO? H,,,, 0” (ai E Sp, 1 < i I n)}. 
Let G be the quotient of G by the normal closure in G of up and b. Then G has 
a presentation given by (al, t,, t2, . . . , t,; a”). The homomorphic images of Ho and 
H 0,11 ._. 0n are, respectively, 
&, = sgp(a) and I&0, ,,, 0n = Sgp{u-jtiuui(j)(O I j < p, 1 I i I n)}. 
It can be easily seen that RU,cX ___ in is free on the given generators. The only elements 
in R d,CZ ,Jn of ti-length 1, for some 1 I i I n, are the generators and their inverses. 
Hence if (ai, oz, . . . , CJ,) # (a;, CT;, . . . , oh) then flc,O, _._ ,,” and R I u1cTi 0; are incom- 
parable. Clearly He is incomparable with each R,,,,, ,,, ,,,,. Thus the set lj contains 
(p!)” + 1 distinct left p-Cockcroft thresholds. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.2. 
It is worthwhile going in to the theory underlying the examples above. 
Let 9” be a group presentation and let P be a spherical picture over 9 with discs 
AI, . . . , A,. Let 0 be a point outside P, and let gi be the element of G represented by 
the label on a transverse path from 0 to the basepoint of Ai(1 I i I n). A p-cluster in 
P is a subset C = {A,: FEZ} of {A,, . . . ,A,,} such that 
either 1 Cl = 2 and the discs in C have opposite labels; 
01 1 Cl = p and the discs in C all have the same label. 
We define 
Hi(C) = Sgp(g;‘gj: i,j E I}, H,(C) = Sgp{gig,“: i, j E I}. 
A p-partition I7 of P is a partitioning of the set of discs of P into p-clusters. We define 
He(n) = sgp{Hf(C): C E n>, H,(n) = sgp{H,(C): C E n}. 
Now let x = {PA: 3, E A} be a collection of spherical pictures which represents a set 
of module generators for rc2(Y). If for each 1 E A we choose a p-partition II, of PA, 
then we obtain a p-partition ll for the whole collection x, and we define 
He(n) = sgp{H@J: A E A}. 
Also, if for each 2 E A, g E G we choose a p-partition II* for xl”, and we define 
H,W*) = sgp{gHr(QJg-‘: 2 E A> 
then we have the following result, which we state without proof. 
Theorem 4.5. 9 is lef (resp. right) pH-Cockcroft ifund only if Hd(L’) (resp. H,(l7*)) is 
contained in H for some p-partition Il of x (resp. II* of xlG’). 
Corollary 4.6. The left (resp. right) p-Cockcroft thresholds for 9 are contained in the 
sets 
l$, = {H&7): II a p-partition of x}, b; = {H#I*): Ii’* a p-partition of x1”‘}, 
respectively. 
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We will say that B has the unique partition property (modp) (UPP(p)) if there is 
a collection x of spherical pictures over 9 representing a set of module generators of 
~~(9’) such that there is only one p-partition IJ of x. There is then of course only one 
p-partition D* of ~1’1. Moreover, H,(II*) is the normal closure of He(n). 
Theorem 4.7. If 9’ has UPP(p) then the left and right p-Cockcroft thresholds for B are 
unique. The right p-Cockcroft threshold is the normal closure of the left p-Cockcroft 
threshold. 
Examples. (i) A presentation 9 is said to be combinatorially aspherical (CA) if ~(9) is 
generated by pictures each containing two discs with opposite labels. Obviously such 
presentations have a unique left p-Cockcroft threshold for any p - namely the 
subgroup generated by the roots of the relators. Moreover, the normal closure of this 
subgroup is the unique right p-Cockcroft threshold. (This result for p = 0 is also noted 
in [12].) 
(ii) A p-word on an alphabet yl, . . . , y, is a word W = W( yI, . . . , y.) such that for 
each i, either yi occurs exactly twice in W, once to the power + 1 and once to the 
power - 1, or yi occurs exactly p times in W, all occurences being either to the power 
+ 1 or to the power - 1. 
Let W(y,, . . . , yn) be a p-word, and let U1 , . . . , U, be words on another alphabet x. 
Let G,, be the group defined by the presentation (x; W(U1, . . . , U,)), and let 
H = sgP,{U,, . . . , U,}. Consider the HNN extension G given by the presentation 
B = (x, t; W(Ut, . . . , U,), UitU;‘t-l (1 I i I n)). 
Now in “most” cases (yi, . . . , y,; W(y,, . . . , y,)) will be a presentation for H under 
the mapping yi H Ui (1 I i I n), and when this is SO, it follows from [2, Theorem 41 
that ~(9) is generated by a single picture (Fig. 2). 
We deduce that B has UPP(p), and we can easily compute the left and right 
thresholds. 
As a specific example, let 
9 = (a, b, c, t; ab-2ab2cac-1, ata-It-‘, b2tbv2t-‘, ctc-‘t-l). 
Here it turns out that the unique left 3-Cockcroft threshold is sgp{a, b2, c, t} and, of 
course, the unique right 3Cockcroft threshold is the normal closure N of this. The 
covering corresponding to N has underlying graph show in Fig. 3 and the lift of the 
x,-generator P at vertex 0 is as depicted in Fig. 4 (the lift at vertex 1 is similar). 
Note that this picture is 3-Cockcroft, in accordance with Theorem 3.1. 
We remark in passing that p-words have arisen in another context, namely a conjec- 
ture of John Stallings: If W (yl, . . . , y,,) is a p-word then any free quotient of the group 
defined by ( yl, . . . , y,; W) has rank at most [(p - l)/p]n. 
There is a useful variant of Theorem 4.7. If P is a spherical picture such that for 
some R E r there is only one p-cluster C consisting of discs labelled by R* ‘, then HG(C) 
must be contained in any left p-Cockcroft threshold, and the normal closure of H/(C) 
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Fig. 2. 
O=Ni l=Ni; 
a0 = (Ni,a) 
4 = (Ni, b) 
al = (N&a) 
c,, = (Ni,c) 
bl = (Ng, b) 
to = (Ni,t) 
cl = (Nb,c) 
tl = (N&t) 
bl 
Fig. 3. 
must be contained in any right p-Cockcroft threshold. For instance, if x” is a relator of 
8, then, in view of the spherical picture shown in Fig. 5, we see that x belongs to any 
left p-Cockcroft threshold and the normal closure of x belongs to any right p- 
Cockcroft threshold. 
Example. The Burnside group B(m, n) where m, n E 7, m 2 1, n > 1 is given by the 
presentation PO = (x1, . . . , x,; W” = 1 for all words W). Lysionok (unpublished) 
has shown that for n = 16k 2 213 (k E N} there exists a subpresentation 9’ of PO for 
B(m, n), where the set of relators still includes those of the form xl (1 s i I m), such 
that 9 is 2Cockcroft. By the above remark, 9’ is absolutely 2-Cockcroft for such n. 
5. The p-Cockcroft property for some group constructions 
We begin by discussing fundamental groups of graphs of groups. We will in fact use 
a more general notion of “graph of groups” than the standard one (see [2] or [S] for 
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Fig. 4. 
Fig. 5. 
further details). Let Z = vu e be an oriented graph with vertex set v and oriented edge 
set e. For z E Z let G, be a group with presentation Yz = (xz; s,). For e E e, let H,, 8, 
be subgroups of G1(,), G,,,,, respectively, and suppose there is an isomorphism 
4e: ZZ, --i 17,. Choose words ai,.(i E Z(e)) and ai,e (i E Z(e)) on x,,,), x,,,,, respectively, 
such that the mapping ai,, H ai,. (i E Z(e)) induces the isomorphism de. For each 
e E e choose an element ge of GE(,) * G, * G1(,) (or of Glcej * G, if z(e) = z(e)) written 
in normal form. If ge is not trivial then we require that the first and last terms of ge 
belong to G,, and that every term of ge has infinite order in the group to which it 
belongs. We suppose that the set of edges {e E e; ge = 1) spans a forest in Z. For each 
e E e choose a reduced word & on x~~,)ux,ux~~,~ representing ge. Then we have 
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a presentation 9 for the “fundamental group” of the above generalized graph of 
groups as follows: 
9 = (X,(Z E r), 5, (e E e); S,(Z E r), ai,,i’,ac,’ 5, l (e E f?, i E Z(e))). (10) 
For e E e, choose a free group F, with basis yi,e (i E I(e)) and let B, denote the kernel 
of the epimorphism 
Fe -+ He Yi,e W ai,e (i E I(e)). (11) 
Theorem 5.1. The presentation (10) is p-Cockcroft if and only if 
(i) Each Y’,(z E r) is p-Cockcroft; 
(ii) B, s FbFi(e E e); 
(iii) If e E e and z(e) # z(e) then the inclusion induced homomorphisms 
Hz (He> Z,) + Hz (G, (ej, &A HZ (R,, Z,) + HZ (G (+ &A are 0; 
(iv) Zf e E e and z(e) = z(e) then the inclusion induced homomorphism 
H2We3 &J -+ ffz(G,w &J 
ind 
and the homomorphism induced by H,- H,- “- +G rfej are the same. 
Remark. The above theorem, due to the second author, originally appeared in the 
preprint [2]. It seemed more natural to transfer the theorem to the present paper. The 
theorem for p = 0 and standard graphs of groups was proved independently and more 
or less simultaneously (using different methods) by Gilbert and Howie [13]. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. It relies on the description of a set of generators of x2(9), where 
9 is as in (lo), as given in [2] (see also [S]). 
Let WEB,, say W =yT:,,y& . ..yXe (yi,,eEY,,Ej= +l,j=l, . . . ,r). Then we 
have a spherical picture shown in Fig. 6 where ID, (resp. D,) is a spherical picture 
over P,(,) (resp. PPrce)) with anticlockwise (resp. clockwise) boundary label 
W(Ui,J = U~~,~Uf~,~ ... a::,, (resp. W(~i,e)). It is proved in [2] that the pictures 
P,( W E B,, e E e) together with the spherical pictures over the presentations PZ(z E r) 
represent a set of generators of n2(9). We deduce that 9 is p-Cockcroft if and only if(i) 
and (ii) hold and in addition: 
(iii)’ Zf e E e and z(e) # z(e) then for all W E B, 
ews(&v) = O(mod P) (S E s,(,J 
exps@,) = O(mod p)(S E s,(,J. 
(iv)’ Zf e E e and z(e) = z(e) then for all W E B, 
exp,(Dw) + exp,(l&) = O(modp) (S ES,). 
To deduce the conditions (iii) and (iv) of Theorem 5.1 we will need three observations. 
(I) Given a short exact sequence 
l-B-F-H-1 
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of groups with F free, we 
VI.8.11, an exact sequence 
Fig. 6. 
have, using the five term exact sequence [20, Theorem 
o-f&ML ~pb-- 
B Y F 
[F, B]BP- F’FP 
-Z,@HIH-+O. 
(II) Suppose F is free on t and B is the normal closure of u in F (so that 9 = (i; u) is 
a presentation of H). If W is a freely reduced word on t which defines an element of 
[F, B] BP, then there is a picture P with boundary label W, and exp,(P) = O(modp) 
for all U E U. (Moreover, if LZ? is p-Cockcroft then any other picture Pi with boundary 
label W will also have the property that exp,(PJ = O(modp) for all U E u.) [To 
construct P first note that W is freely equal to a product W’ of the form CICz . . . CI, 
where for i = 1, . . . , k, C: 1 has one of the forms [Z, TUT-‘], Up(U E u, 2, T words 
on t). Now it is easy to construct a picture P with boundary label W’ and 
expu(P’) z O(modp) for all U E u. Performing bridge moves near the boundary of P’ 
in the standard way, to eliminate inverse pairs t * t 7 in W (t E t), gives the required 
picture p.] 
(III) If P is a picture over A? with boundary label W and if expu(P) E O(modp) for 
all U E u, then W E [F, B] BP. (For this result for p = 0 [but proved in terms of van 
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Kampen diagrams rather than pictures] see [26, pp. 332-3331. The result for p > 0 is 
proved similarly.) 
Now let e E e and let r(e) = u, r(e) = u. Assume initially that u # u. Let X, denote the 
free group on x, and let N, denote the normal closure of s, in X, (so that G, is 
isomorphic to X,/N,). Consider the commutative diagram with exact rows: 
l-B,-F,-H,-1 
1 jzte jincl. cce(Yi,e) = 4.e (i E I(4). (12) 
l- N,,-X,-G,- 1 
Then we get from (I) (noting that the sequence in (I) is natural) the commutative 
diagram with exact rows: 
O- HzVL, Z,)- 
B, Y Fe 
I 
[Fe, &I B: - F:Fi: 
I I 
I I u: I 
O- Hz(G,, ~,+- 
NU X 
[X., NJ Xp- x:xi: 
Now in the presence of(i) and (ii), and using (II) and (III) above, we see the restriction 
of at to kery is 0 if and only if exp,(Dw) = O(modp) for all W E B, and all S ES,. 
Similarly, for u in place of U. Thus (iii) and (iii)’ are equivalent. 
If u = v then an analogous argument applies starting with (12) and the commutative 
diagram with exact rows: 
l-B,-F,-He-1 
I 4. 
% Be &(Yi,e) = 4.e (i E z(e)). 
I incl. 
l-N,-X,-G,-1 
Details are left to the reader. Thus (vi) and (iv)’ are equivalent. !J 
We now consider split extensions. 
Let K and H be groups and $ : K -+ Ad(H) a homomorphism. Let G = H xJI K be 
the corresponding split extension. Thus G consists of all pairs hk(h E H, k E K) with 
multiplication defined by 
(hk).(h’k’) = (hll/,(h’))(kk’) (h, h’ E H, k, k’ E K). 
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Choose presentations 2 = (x; s), % = (y; t) of H, K, respectively. Then we can 
write down a presentation B of G in the standard way as follows. Let Y denote the free 
group on y. Then there is an epimorphism Y -+ K, y t-+ k,(y E y), with kernel the 
normal closure M oft in Y. Let X denote the free group on x and let L denote the 
normal closure of s in X. Then we can regard H as being the quotient X/L. For each 
y E y and x E x choose a word ax+, on x such that $k,(xL) = a,,L. Then 
9 = <x,y;s, t, r> (13) 
is a presentation for G where r = {xy- ‘axyl y: x E x, y E y}. 
We denote the subpresentation (x, y; s, r) of P by .?PO. This defines a group 
Go = F/N,, where F is the free group on xuy and No is the normal closure of sur in 
F. Note that Go is the fundamental group of a (standard) graph of groups, where the 
underlying graph has one vertex and has a directed edge for each y E y. The vertex and 
edge groups are all H, and the isomorphism corresponding to the directed edge y E y is 
*k,l. 
We now define, for each T it a homomorphism 
PT: HI(H, Zp) = &- 
F’FP n No 
HZ(G@ HP) = CF, NolN”o. 
For any W E X, [T, W] E No. Thus we have a mapping 
0~ : X - Hz (Go, z,) W w CT, WI CF, No1 NE. 
Using the commutator calculus, this is easily checked to be a homomorphism. 
Moreover, L E Ker &. Also, X’Xp E Ker &- since H2(Go, Z,) is an abelian p-group. 
Thus we get an induced homomorphism 
PT : HI (G, a,)- Hz (Go, apI. 
Theorem 5.2. The presentation (13) is p-Cockcrojii if and only if: 
(i) 2 is p-Cockcroft; 
(ii) L S x’Xp; 
(iii) For each y E y the homomorphism H,(H, Z,) + H,(H, BP) induced by $k, is the 
identity; 
(iv) x is p-Cockcroft; 
(v) pT is Ofor each T E t. 
Proof. For each T E t, W E X we have a spherical picture shown in Fig. 7 where 
EIT,W is a picture over PO with boundary label [T, W]. It is shown in [2] (see also 
[23]) that n2(9’) is generated by the pictures P r, w, together with the spherical pictures 
over .%” and the spherical pictures over PO. Thus 9 is p-Cockcroft if and only if PO and 
Z are p-Cockcroft and exp,(Br,,) = O(modp) for each U E sur and for all T E t, 
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Fig. 7. 
Fig. 8. 
W E X. Now by the previous theorem, PO is p-Cockcroft if and only if (i)-(iii) hold. 
Also, assuming P0 is p-Cockcroft, it follows from statements (II) and (III) above that 
exp,(BT,,) E O(modp) for each U E sur if and only if [T, W] E [F, N,]N~. 
The theorem follows. 0 
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For direct products we can give a more explicit result. 
Let H, K be groups with presentations A? = (x; s), X = (y; t), and let G = H x K. 
Consider the presentation 
g= (X,Y;S,I,CX,Yl(xEX,YEy)) (14) 
of H x K. For each S E s, y EY we have a spherical picture shown in Fig. 8. Similarly, 
for each T E t, x E x we have an analogous picture PT,x. Now consider the embedding 
p of ~~(9’) into the free module with basis in 1: 1 correspondence with the relators of 
8. Then the coefficient of the basis element cs in p(PsJ is y - 1. Similarly the 
coefficient of cr in ,@‘r,,) is x - 1. Thus we see that ifs and t are non-empty then 
ZG E Z2(9’). We deduce that either B is non-Cockcroft, or is p-Cockcroft for some p. 
Now 7c2(S) is generated by the pictures over &+ and X together with all the Ps,,‘s and 
Pr,X’s (see Cl]). Using these pictures it is not hard to work out the necessary and 
sufficient conditions for B to be pCockcroft, giving the following result. 
Theorem 5.3. (a) Zf r and s are non-empty then the presentation (14) is either non- 
Cockcroft, or is p-Cockcroft for some p. 
(b) The presentation (14) is p-Cockcrof if and only if .8 and X are p-Cockcrof, 
exp,(S) = O(modp) for all x E x, S E s, and exp,(T) = O(modp) for all y EY, T E t. 
Remark: The above theorem, coupled with Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, casts light on the 
difficulties of finding minimal presentations for direct products. If neither Z-Z nor K is 
free, and if we take minimal presentations Y? and X, respectively, for these groups 
and put them together to obtain a presentation S for G = Zf x K as in (14), then we 
can ask whether 9 is also minimal. By the above theorem we can determine straight 
away whether or not 9 is p-Cockcroft for some p, and hence by Theorem 2.1, 
determine whether or not 9 is efficient. If 9 is not efficient then we would hope to try 
to use Theorem 2.2 (or Corollary 2.3 due to Lustig) to show minimality. But part (a) of 
the above theorem shows that these results could never be used! 
We remark that if one of H, K is free then in some cases Corollary 2.3 can be used to 
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